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Technical debt is a financial metaphor describing the tradeoff between the short term benefits gained and long term consequences of design and implementation shortcuts taken over the evolution of a software product. These shortcuts typically manifest as design disharmonies such as code smells, anti-patterns, design pattern grime, modularity violations, or violations of good coding rules. Currently little is known about the relationships between these design disharmonies and current technical debt metrics, between design disharmonies and quality attributes (e.g., maintainability or security), and technical debt metrics and quality attributes.

The focus of this proposal is on evolution and effects of a type of design disharmony called design pattern grime. Design pattern grime is the accumulation of unnecessary or unrelated software artifacts within the classes of a design pattern instance. Since design patterns represent agreed upon methods to solve common problems and are based upon sound principles of good design, the decay of these patterns implies an evolution away from good design. This research will expand the knowledge base of design pattern grime through systematic and empirical evaluation of its effects on quality and technical debt.

Initially, we define an extended taxonomy of design pattern grime based on design principles in conjunction with metrics. Using this taxonomy as a guide we intend to experiment with open source software to evaluate the effect of design pattern grime on software product quality and technical debt. We also propose three case studies in the context of both open source and industry grade software to study the evolution of grime, the relationship between grime subtypes, and the effect of automated monitoring of technical debt in an industry setting.

This research proposes the following contributions: A formalized method for conducting controlled experiments through the automated injection of design disharmonies. An extended taxonomy of design pattern grime. An approach to automate the detection of design pattern grime. An evaluation of the relationships between design pattern grime types. Empirical confirmation of the existence of all known types of design pattern grime. Finally, an evaluation of the effects of grime on quality and technical debt.
INTRODUCTION

In 1992, Ward Cunningham coined the term *technical debt* to illuminate the need to refactor in a financial metaphor for the benefit of stakeholders [1]. Technical debt has since gained traction as a major concern for software engineers and stakeholders alike. Recently, CAST research labs, in an analysis of 745 applications comprising 365 million lines of code, found that on average there is $3.61$ of technical debt per line of code [2]. The implication of this result, is that technical debt is a large factor in the long-term cost and sustainability of a software product.

Motivation

The primary goal of technical debt management research is to identify and address technical debt in a proactive way allowing forward progress in product development. Currently, several approaches to measure technical debt [3–11] have been developed, but the underlying connection to existing quality models is either unknown or not present [12]. Furthermore, even if a method to bridge the technical debt and quality gap is identified, neither technical debt measures nor quality models provide guidance towards remediation of the underlying issues, such as design disharmonies.

Design disharmonies, i.e., code smells [13], anti-patterns [14] and design pattern grime [15], form a portion of the technical debt landscape [16]. Although, these disharmonies indicate where a software system is in need of refactoring; little is known of the effects that they have on technical debt or software product quality. Connecting disharmonies with technical debt and quality models may provide a path towards optimization in technical debt management.
To address these issues, this research focuses on design patterns [17]. Empirical results show that design patterns are not immune from the negative side effects of software decay [15, 18–20]. Design patterns are micro-architectures within software systems and unlike the other software structures they can be formally specified using specification languages such as the role-based meta-modeling language (RBML) [21] in conjunction with the Object Constraint Language. As pattern realizations evolve, their structure and relationships tend to deviate from the intended specification. When these deviations introduce artifacts or relationships which are not functionally or structurally necessary, we call this design pattern grime [15], further referred to as grime. Since design patterns represent agreed upon methods to solve common problems and are based upon sound principles of good design, the decay of these patterns implies an evolution away from good design.

Currently, there are still several gaps in our knowledge of this phenomenon. The impact of grime on the quality of both software products and pattern realizations has only been subject to limited study [15, 19, 20, 22, 23], and has yet to encompass an entire model of quality. As mentioned, grime forms a part of the technical debt landscape, yet to date only the effects of modular grime on technical debt has been explored and only in a limited context [24]. The notion that different subtypes of grime can be interrelated or that subtypes of grime and other design disharmonies types can be related is another area of study still left untouched. Furthermore, the main bottle-neck hindering further investigation of grime is the manual detection process.

In summary, the overarching goal of this research is to evaluate grime and its effects on quality and technical debt by following a measurement driven approach that will further characterize its nature, taxonomy, and effects. Addressing these issues
will bring us closer to a method that allows actionable results from technical debt evaluations of a software product.

Organization

The rest of this proposal is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background on the current issues and concepts fundamental to the experiments and case studies conducted. Chapter 3 describes the problem statement, research objectives, summary of the proposed approach, and details the contributions of the proposed research. Chapter 4 extends the taxonomy of grime to include subtypes of class and organizational grime. Chapter 5 details the software injection framework. Chapter 6 describes the experiments and case studies and the underlying methods underpinning these studies. Chapter 7 presents the threats to validity of the experiments and case studies detailed in Chapter 6. Finally, chapter 8 details the time-line to complete the proposed work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This chapter explores the main concepts and foundational work on which the proposed research is based. This includes software decay, technical debt (TD), software product quality, and design pattern evolution. The chapter concludes with a section identifying the gaps in existing research.

Software Aging and Decay

Software evolution describes those processes which affect changes that refine the requirements and functionality of a software system. *Software decay*, a specific form of software evolution, describes a system that has evolved to become “harder to change than it should be” [25]. Parnas [26] later identified a complementary phenomenon known as *software aging*. Software aging describes the effects on system value due to changes in the system’s environment. Several studies have been conducted on software decay and aging, as well as on the rejuvenation of software as a means to circumvent the effects of these phenomena [25, 27–30].

Design Disharmonies

Design disharmonies are a form of software decay which have been categorized in order to understand their nature. These categories are separated by the level of abstraction in which they occur (e.g., statements, methods, classes, etc.). They may also be categorized by the types of software artifacts affected, e.g., source code, unit tests, or databases. In the following subsections we discuss design defects affecting software systems at the statement, method, class, pattern, module, and system level.

Code Smells Fowler et al. [13] initially described 22 code smells which indicate (possibly vehemently) that refactoring should be performed. These descriptions also
included possible corrective refactorings. Since then, several others have extended this library of code smells. Kerievsky [31] added 5 additional code smells and helped to further explain several of the original code smells, while providing several new corrective refactorings. Mäntylä [32] and Mäntylä et al. [33] describe a taxonomy re-classifying the original 22 code smells based on how each affects a system.

**Anti-Patterns** Brown et al. [14] first identified anti-patterns, which are patterns of doing things incorrectly. Several subtypes of anti-patterns were identified including software development, software architecture, and software project management anti-patterns. They also define a language of anti-patterns, similar to design patterns [17], and what they call mini anti-patterns. Though Brown et al. [14] compiled a listing of existing anti-patterns, prior evidence was provided by Riel [34].

**Modularity Violations** Modularity violations, introduced by Wong et al. [35], are violations of architectural design principles concerning the coupling between different system modules. They propose an approach utilizing design matrix visualizations of the system architecture (focusing of modules). Based on these techniques, Schwanke et al. [36] investigated the use of modularity violations as an approach to evaluate architectural quality. Furthermore, they conducted an empirical enquiry of open source Java™ software systems. Their results showed that the fan-out metric is reliable in predicting locations of future faults. Reimanis et al. [37] later confirmed Schwanke et al.’s results through a replication study.

**Design Pattern Disharmonies** Initially, Moha et al. [38] defined a taxonomy of potential design pattern disharmonies and conducted an empirical study to investigate their existence. This taxonomy includes the following four types of defects: *Missing* is when a design is missing a needed design pattern. *Deformed* patterns are those
which are not correctly implemented according to Gamma et al.'s [17] definition but which are not themselves erroneous. *Excess* is the over use of design patterns in a software design. *Distorted* design patterns are distorted instances of a design pattern. Their study was conducted across several versions of an open source Java™ project. They detected 38 design patterns instances of which 3 were found to be non-harmful deform defects. Furthermore, their research presented and evaluated multiple detection techniques including manual, semi-automatic, and automatic techniques based on a combination of detection strategies and constraint satisfaction techniques. Unfortunately, this taxonomy was not formally defined.

Izurieta and Bieman [18] presented another taxonomy of design pattern decay. Seminal work by Izurieta [15] found that pattern realizations tend to accumulate artifacts that obscure the intended use of patterns. Two distinct categories of design pattern decay were identified:

**Design Pattern Grime** – accumulation of unnecessary or unrelated software artifacts within the classes of a design pattern instance.

**Design Pattern Rot** – violations of the structure or architecture of a design pattern.

Comparing to the Moha et al. taxonomy, grime relates most closely to the concept of deformed patterns, while rot most closely relates to distorted design patterns. Empirical studies showed only the presence of grime, which has led to the further development of three types of grime: *modular*, *class*, and *organizational* grime, each defined as follows:

**Modular grime** build up of relationships involving the classes of a design pattern instance, where the relationships are unnecessary to facilitate the operation of the pattern.
Class grime  build up of fields and/or methods in the classes of a pattern instance, where these artifacts are unnecessary to facilitate the operation of the pattern.

Organizational grime  the unnecessary distribution of pattern instance classes across namespaces or packages.

Empirical studies further showed only significant results for modular grime [19].

The modular grime results led Schanz and Izurieta [39] to further expand the taxonomy of modular grime. A series of empirical studies across open source systems was conducted to validate the existence of these types of grime. Further empirical studies on grime have shown implications in the area of testing [19]. Based on this work Izurieta et al. [16] indicated that the technical debt landscape should include design pattern decay along with other types of design defects, such as code smells, anti-patterns, modularity violations, and certain lower level code issues that affect design patterns.

More recent work involving design pattern grime has been conducted by Dale and Izurieta [24] and Griffith and Izurieta [23]. Dale and Izurieta evaluated the effects of modular grime on technical debt. Their work show, through experimentation, that temporary modular grime types have the largest effect on technical debt. Griffith and Izurieta further developed the class grime taxonomy and showed, through experimentation, that each type of class grime negatively effects understandability of a pattern instance. Both of these studies utilized an early form of software injection to facilitate the experimental process. Specifically, Dale and Izurieta used a method which injects modular grime into Java™ bytecode [24]. Griffith and Izurieta used a method which modifies a model of the source code [23].

Another line of research into design pattern disharmonies has been conducted by Bouhours et al. [40–42]. They have studied what they term spoiled patterns [41].
Spoiled patterns are essentially the results of incomplete or failed instantiation of a design pattern either intentionally or unintentionally. This research is motivated to improve design pattern education, to motivate better indication of when patterns need to be refactored, and to improve forward-driven and evolutionary design techniques [40]. Bouhours et al.’s study involved the manual collection of spoiled patterns based on student implementations rather than those from open source or industry software [40–42].

Design Disharmony Detection

The notion of design defect detection has been around nearly as long as the notion of design defects themselves. Detection efforts can be broken down into three major approaches: metric based approaches [43–48], machine learning and artificial intelligence methods [49–55], and a combination of structural information and metrics [56–58].

One of the most widely extended methodologies is the detection strategies approach proposed by Marinescu [45]. A detection strategy is a filtering method which utilizes a combination of metric thresholds and set theory to identify probable locations of design disharmonies in code. Ratiu et. al. [59] extended the detection strategy approach by including history and evolution information. This approach increased code smell detection accuracy by observing metrics across multiple versions rather than a single version. Ratiu et. al. [60] and Girba et al. [61, 62] utilize Formal Concept Analysis in order to allow historical analysis and change analysis to be coupled to the original detection strategy framework.

Following Marinescu, Munro [47] also used product metrics to help define detection algorithms for design defects. Munro, however, took it a step further (towards formalization) by defining a template to describe each design defect. Where
the template consists of: bad smell name, measurement/process for detection, and an interpretation (set of rules) defining the defect [47].

To better understand the nature of code smells and to improve detection techniques Pietrzak and Walter [63] investigated the possibility of inter-smell relations. This work paved the road to formalizing the idea of relationships that exist between design disharmonies. Walter and Pietrzak [46] conducted additional research utilizing multiple criteria vectors including programmer experience, metrics, coding rules, historical information, and other detected code smells in order to increase detection capabilities.

Along the lines of further understanding of design disharmonies, Moha et al. [56–58] conducted a domain analysis to develop a domain specific language for detection rule definitions, a process called DECOR. This model was designed to encompass the notions of metrics, inter-relationships, and structural features.

An extension of Moha et al.’s DECOR approach was the HIST tool of Palomba et al. [64]. Palomba et al.’s approach utilizes historical information to detect code smells and anti-patterns which normally could not be detected. HIST was evaluated on the change histories of several large open source Java™ projects in order to provide proof-of-concept. The authors do note that the main limitation in their approach is the requirement of having a sufficiently long version history.

Due to the typical nature of design defects definitions as informally specified issues in designs or code, several approaches have been proposed to automate the process of developing the algorithms for detection. This notion of automation has progressed from the semi-automated to fully automated generation of detection algorithms. The first approach was proposed by Mihancea and Marinescu [65]. They used a genetic algorithm to tune the parameters for each filter in order to improve the accuracy of detection strategies.
In order to deal with the issues of manual or semi-automatic design defect detection several approaches have been developed. Kessentini et al. have developed and evaluated numerous approaches to these problems [54,55,66–69]. In these studies, supervised learning approaches are used to generate detection rules. The results show that rules generated using simulated annealing, harmonic search, genetic algorithms, and genetic programming approaches all out perform the results of the original DECOR [58] rules, on DECOR’s own training data.

Mahouachi et al. [67] extend the genetic programming approach by including both detection and correction (via refactoring) together in order to improve both steps simultaneously. Mansoor et al. [68] have also extended the genetic programming approach to utilize a multi-objective approach to increase both precision and recall of the generated rules. Other machine learning based approaches have been developed. Specifically, Khomh et al. [50,70] have conducted research into the use of Bayesian belief networks to both specify and detect anti-patterns. Recently, Fontana et al. [71,72] have detailed an approach to use machine learning techniques for code smell and anti-pattern detection. This work facilitated the development of a benchmark dataset and the evaluation of multiple classification algorithms against existing tools. Their results show that high accuracy can be achieved using various classification techniques, given training data exists.

Given the fixation of detection approaches on the use of metrics, it is surprising that there is little empirical research into the feasibility of these approaches. To this end Schumacher et al. [73] conducted an empirical study of automated detection within an industry setting. Using the CodeVizard tool [74], which is based on a metric driven approach to automated detection, they found that in comparison to human classification the automated detection performed very well. They also identified that combining automated detection with human review decreases overall maintenance
effort required. Further research into the evaluation of automated detection was conducted by Fontana et al. [75]. This latter study compared four code smell detection tools across six versions of a single Java™ open source project. The results of this study show that the tools evaluated had a tendency to disagree, and that although these tools may prove useful they are far from adequate.

Design Disharmonies and Quality

A large body of prior research exists concerning the relationship between design disharmonies and software quality. A large portion of this research has been focused specifically on the effects of code smells and anti-patterns on software maintainability. Early work was conducted by Olbrich et al. [76] including two longitudinal case studies across the version history of two open source software projects. They showed that the affected classes are more likely to change and the studied code smells have a negative impact on maintainability. A larger study by Khomh et al. [77] conducted a similar longitudinal case study, but considered the relationships between change-proneness and 29 different code smells. The results of this study similarly showed that affected classes are highly change-prone.

Olbrich et al. [78] conducted another longitudinal study across three open source systems. They found that, in the systems studied, the instances of god classes and brain classes studied exhibit less change and defects when normalized for size, contradicting previous results. Later, Kohmh et al. [79] conducted a study on 13 anti-patterns in several releases of 4 open source software systems. The results show that those classes affected by anti-patterns are more change- and fault-prone than others, when accounting for size. A further study of 16 open source Java™ system change histories conducted by Romano et al. [80] showed that changes are more common in those classes affected by anti-patterns. Another study by Yamashita and Counsell [81]
found that code smells are significantly affected by size, making comparisons between systems of varying size impossible.

Unfortunately change- and fault-proneness are not comprehensive indicators of maintainability. Because of this, Yamashita and Moonen [82] conducted an empirical study to connect code smells to maintainability. This study connected maintainability factors defined by experts to developer impressions identified during their industrial case study. Yamashita and Moonen conducted a second multiple case study to further develop the connection between code smells and maintainability [83]. Both studies found that typical indicators such as change size or complexity are not enough to assess the ability of code smells to predict maintainability issues. A study by Sjoberg et al. [84] further refined these results while also indicating that maintenance effort was not significantly affected by studied code smells. Each of these studies indicated that interactions between code smells should be studied to better understand how maintainability is affected [82, 83, 85].

Following this research, Yamashita and Moonen [86] evaluated the effects of inter-smell relations (previously identified and studied by Pietrzak and Walter [63] and Fontana and Zanoni [87]). This study was conducted across four Java™ systems known to have code smells. They found that when artifacts are affected with multiple code smells these smells tend to interact, and that this interaction affects maintainability. Furthermore, Yamashita and Counsell [81] found that there is no difference between smell co-location and coupling when considering the effect on maintainability. Overall, they found that a code smell based approach to maintainability assessment is superior to a metrics only approach.

A more quantitative approach to evaluating the effect of code smells on software quality was conducted by Fontana et al. [88]. This study was conducted across the set of Java™ open source systems collected in the Qualitas Corpus [89]. Their results
indicate that the most prevalent code smells are Duplicate Code, Data Class, God Class, Schizophrenic Class and Long Method, not discounting false-positives due to tool error. They also show that in those systems with a high number of code smells there is a greater indication of deterioration in maintainability. Finally the research by Fontana et al. indicates that there is a connection between the system domain and the effect that code smells have on maintainability, a finding that is confirmed by Hall et al. [90].

Bán and Ferenc [91] was conducted using 228 open-source Java™ systems and PROMISE data concerning bug information for 34 of the systems. This study investigated the relationship between maintainability and anti-patterns and the correlation between anti-patterns and identified bugs. The results of this study showed that there is a positive correlation between anti-pattern affected areas of code and bug incidents, and that there is a negative correlation between anti-patterns and maintainability (as measured using the Columbus quality model [92]).

The majority of research has indicated that both code smells and anti-patterns affect quality by negatively impacting maintainability. Yet, only a single study has utilized a known quality model to conduct this evaluation [91]. Furthermore, all of the studies to date have been case studies and the results have been restricted to either qualitative analysis or in the quantitative approaches only correlation analysis. Given this, it is pertinent that an approach is necessary which will facilitate experimentation in order to provide estimation of effect size as well as causal analysis.

There is also an issue that current approaches are limited to the evaluation of only those items that can be detected by existing tools, thus limiting analysis to code smells and anti-patterns. This is indicative of the need for an approach which can formalize definitions of design disharmonies in a generalizable way. Finally, there is little evidence regarding the relationship between design disharmonies and any
other quality characteristics defined in the ISO/IEC 25010 specification [93] such as: Functional Suitability, Reliability, Performance Efficiency, Usability, Security, Compatibility, and Portability.

Technical Debt

Technical debt is a concept introduced by Ward Cunningham [1] as a financial metaphor to describe the trade-off between quality engineering and satisfying short-term goals. The following subsections describe work in the following areas describing the nature of the metaphor, methods of managing technical debt, impact and consequence of technical debt, and techniques for measuring technical debt.

Metaphor, Definition, and Properties

The notions surrounding technical debt until recently have been informal and under-specified. In lieu of this Tom et al. [94] conducted a systematic literature review to consolidate the concepts surrounding technical debt into a single taxonomy. This taxonomy classifies technical debt from either of two perspectives: by the underlying intention behind the decision (or lack thereof) to take on the debt, or the type of artifact in which the debt occurs.

The intentional perspective is divided into Strategic Debt, Tactical Debt, Incremental Debt, and Inadvertent Debt. Strategic Debt is debt taken on intentionally as part of a larger long-term strategy. Tactical Debt is debt taken on intentionally as a reactionary response and serves to satisfy short term needs. Incremental Debt is debt taken as several small steps but which accrues very easily and rapidly. Finally, Inadvertent Debt is debt taken on unintentionally and possibly unknowingly by the software development team. The location or artifact perspective is divided into Code

Beyond classifying and understanding of how debt occurs, some researchers have furthered the understanding of the metaphor itself. Nugroho et al. [4] indicate that the technical debt metaphor has several contexts from which it can be viewed, and they specifically look at it from the context of maintainability. Along similar lines Klinger et. al. [95] look at technical debt from the perspective of enterprise development and indicate that using financial tools, decision theory, stake-holder based quantification, and developing an understanding of unintentional debt are potential avenues of interest. Finally, Theodoropoulos et al. [96] view technical debt from the stakeholder perspective and provide a new definition based on the gap between technology infrastructure of an organization and its impact on quality.

More recent work has looked into the extent and practicality of the technical debt metaphor itself. Specifically, Schmid [97] [98] notes that as we explore technical debt the metaphor begins to breakdown. He notes, the intimate connection between future development and technical debt leads to an inability to objectively measure technical debt itself. This is due to the nature of the interest property associated with technical debt items. Since technical debt interest has a probability which indicates whether it may affect the system, we should instead focus not on measuring all technical debt (potential technical debt) but rather we should concern ourselves with the debt items that will have an impact (effective technical debt) on upcoming feature development or maintenance.

Technical Debt Management

Technical Debt Management comprises the actions of identifying, cataloging, and remediation of debt items. The current industry focus has been on identifying
and tracking debt as part of the working project backlog [99–101] or as part of a separate technical debt list [102–104]. Essentially, we can think of the emergence of design disharmonies within a software system akin to taking on debt, and the longer they are allowed to remain (without refactoring) the more negative influence they will have on the system [105]. This influence acts as interest on the debt by increasing the amount of effort required to evolve the software [106].

Guo and Seaman [102–104] proposed a technical debt management framework (TDMF). Central to this framework is the Technical Debt List (TDL) which stores information pertaining to known technical debt items within a software system. Three activities support this framework: Technical Debt Identification, Technical Debt Estimation, and Decision Making. Recently, Guo et al. [107] conducted a case study to evaluate the costs of using the TDMF. This study showed that after an initially high startup cost the cost of monitoring and remediation of debt reduces to a reasonable level. Holvitie and Leppänen [108] have further enhanced the TDMF with an approach called DebtFlag. The main purpose of the DebtFlag is to reduce information redundancy to provide more efficient debt propagation evaluation. This aids in more accurate estimation of debt impact, interest, and interest probability.

Schmid [97, 98, 109] has also focused on developing an approach for selecting which debts should be removed. Schmid’s work is based on a formalization of technical debt concepts to extend the TDMF using a 2D matrix representation coupled with an approximation scheme to select those technical debt items to refactor in the next release. Similarly Stochel et al. [110] approach this problem using a subsumption model of technical debt based on a modified Value Based Software Engineering [111] cost and estimation approach in order to estimate the return on investment (ROI) for each item. A technical debt versus portfolio assessment matrix, using ROI in a similar approach to that of Seaman and Guo [103], is used to evaluate each item provided the
best savings per release (similar to that of Schmid [97,98,109]). Foganholi et al. [112] have implemented the TDMF as a tool connected with SonarQube™ allowing for both automated and manual identification and tracking of technical debt.

Decision support approaches for debt acquisition have been less forthcoming than for debt repayment. Nevertheless, Falessi et al. [113] are exploring current open problems concerning this topic as well as the required decision support constructs needed to address the problem. Ramasabba and Kemerer [114] developed an optimization approach utilizing multiple projections of a single codebase to evaluate decisions regarding both debt acquisition and repayment. Griffith et al. [115] conducted a simulation study of TD management strategies. The results of these simulations showed that combining automated detection with a maximum TD threshold and remediation sprints is a superior combination. Furthermore, the models explored in the simulation study are representative of the models identified as used in practice by Martini et al. [116,117].

As the technical debt landscape has evolved the research community’s focus has moved from identifying what is technical debt, to the underlying issues surrounding these items. Specifically Falessi and Voegele [118] have recently conducted a case study to evaluate industry perspectives on design rule priority and validation. Here design rules are considered to be any empirically validated design principles that enhance the quality of software. This study found that classes with high numbers of rule violations also tend to be defect-prone. Additionally, Tufano et al. [119] conducted a large case study on 200 open source systems by mining revision history. They found that code smells, known to affect the maintainability of a software system, are normally introduced at the creation of the affected artifact. Furthermore, they found that developers at all levels are prone to creating code smells, and that these smells are introduced more often due to time constraints. Furthermore, Mamun
et al. [120] have also identified the primary causes for technical debt accumulation as: time constraints, hardware/software integration issues, improper or incomplete refactorings, or use of legacy, external, or open source libraries.

Impact and Consequences

The impact of technical debt on engineering effort, project cost, and project quality is of utmost concern. An initial empirical enquiry conducted by Zazworka et al. [106] shows that technical debt has a negative impact on software quality. Furthermore, Zazworka et al. [121] investigated prioritizing debts using a cost/benefit analysis approach. This study shows that technical debt negatively affects the correctness and maintainability of a product. Recently, Griffith et al. [12] conducted a case study across several versions of several open source Java™ systems evaluating the relationship between quality model attributes and technical debt measures. Results show little evidence of a relationship between the CAST [5, 6], SonarQube™ [11], or Marinescu’s [122] approaches to measuring technical debt principal and quality attributes in the QMOOD quality model [123].

A key to understanding technical debt and its effects is to be able to understand the gaps and overlaps that may exist in the landscape [16] of TD item types. Zazworka et al. [124] identify several types of design debt (e.g., code smells, modularity violations, and design pattern grime) and tools which detect them. They identified that all the tools indicate different problems with little to no overlap. Further exacerbating this issue is the work of Alves et al. [125] which has further defined the technical debt landscape. This expanded landscape has been divided into 13 subtypes of technical debt each consisting of multiple indicators. The original landscape as proposed by Izurieta et al. [16] is now encompassed within the subtype of Design Debt. Fontana, Ferme, and Spinelli [105] state that although code smells are important
components of the technical debt landscape, certain identified debt items may not actually constitute debt. Instead they indicate that domain knowledge must be used as a filter in order to identify these misnomers and to ensure that an accurate indication of technical debt is provided.

Measurement

Lastly, there must be a means to measure technical debt and its associated properties in a way that is both meaningful to developers and to stakeholders alike. Seminal work by, Brown et. al. [100] identified the technical debt metrics of: principal, interest, and interest probability. Subsequently, Nugroho et al. [4] contributed a formal model to calculate measurements for both interest and principal, from a maintainability perspective. Additional measures, closely related to the technical debt landscape [101, 124] have been proposed to index the effect that design flaws (e.g., code smells and modularity violations) have on technical debt. For example, Marinescu [126] proposes a method to index the effect on quality produced by different code smells and anti-patterns based on the type, influence and severity of the design flaw instance, thus creating a score which can be aggregated over the size of the system. In another approach Nord et al. [8] develop a strong foundation for measuring the architectural technical debt based on the notion of prudent, deliberate, and intentional debt.

Letouzey [10] developed the SQALE quality and technical debt analysis model which provides both the ability to estimate technical debt principal and several visualizations to illuminate the impact of technical debt. Recently, Curtis et al. [5] proposed methods to estimate the principal and interest as well as the size, cost, and type of technical debt. Given these various approaches for the quantification of technical debt and the wide range of differences in values, Izurieta et al. [127] proposed
a means to measure the error associated with the calculation of technical debt for these methods. They argue that a means to measure the systematic error introduced by these tools should be included with their values, similar to other scientific tools, and that a means to compare these tools and their error be developed.

Previous research focus has been on the measurement of technical debt principal, but more recent research has turned towards measuring interest [128–131]. This shift in direction is due to research indicating that large principal values do not convey understanding of the effect that technical debt will have on a project [131]. Falessi and Reichel [131] have developed a tool to extract historical and defect data from repository and bug-tracking information. This tool then interfaces with SonarQube™ to display TD interest data to influence developer decisions. Chatzigeorgiou et al. [129] are developing an optimization technique which attempts to optimize the time line for repayment based on historical data and metrics.

**Architectural Debt**

Recent research has shown that a majority of technical debt stems from issues with the underlying architecture or with architectural decisions [132], hence interest in architecture technical debt (ATD) has increased. Given this, Martini et al. [116,117] have conducted an industrial case study at 5 companies in order to understand the underlying causes of ATD. Based on the underlying causes they have developed two models of ATD management: A crisis model describing reactionary recovery when accumulation reaches a critical point, and the feature-release model which incorporates constant accumulation with recovery after release. Furthermore, Xiao [133] has developed a method of quantifying architectural debts. Xiao defines architectural debts as groups or clusters of files which incur higher maintenance costs due to an underlying architectural degradation. Recently, Izurieta et al. [134] have
proposed the notion of *Model Driven Technical Debt*, which is technical debt incurred during the model-to-code mapping process in model driven design. The goal of this work is to classify MDTD in order to provide the ability to reduce TD in the modeling phase in order to reduce TD in the resulting implementation and thereby increase the quality of the software product.

**Design Pattern Evolution**

Design patterns were widely introduced to the software engineering community by Gamma et al. [17]. Design patterns are an abstraction of solutions, forged in experience, to commonly recurring design problems. These patterns are a type of micro-architecture which are subject to both evolutionary issues and design decay, yet few empirical studies of a relationship between design pattern evolution and decay exist in the literature. Rather, studies involving the evolution of design patterns tend to focus on how pattern change-proneness [135–138].

In order to study design pattern instance decay a means to formally specify a pattern and validate instances is necessary. Various design pattern languages and specification techniques have been proposed [139–147] each with the same goal—a higher level of representational abstraction. Yet, although the specification aspects may well be understood, the verification of instances that are conform to these specifications remains a hard problem.

The role-based meta-modeling language (RBML) is an approach to specify design patterns based on an underlying metamodel [21, 144, 147]. This meta-model extends the UML™ meta-model [148] which allows the instances to be visually described and constrained using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [149]. The use of OCL allows the defined specifications to have a varying degree of generality. In order
to make use of the specifications a means to validate pattern instances against the specification is required.

Kim [150] initially proposed a method for evaluating the structural conformance of a pattern instance to the specification. This proposal was followed by Kim and Shen’s [151, 152] divide-and-conquer approach. Based on this approach Strasser et al. [153] developed a tool to calculate a score for the conformance rating of a design pattern instance given its RBML specification. Recently, Lu and Kim [154, 155] have developed an approach to validate conformance of behavior and sequence diagrams of pattern instances. Another extension by Kim and Whittle [156] to generate models from existing patterns.

Research Gaps

The management of design pattern decay forms an important component, in the management of software aging and technical debt, and thus warrants further research. The following is a list of research gaps that have been identified in this area:

- **Design Pattern Grime Taxonomy** – Further exploration of organizational and class grime types is necessary. Initial studies into these types of grime have not yielded any significant results, but unlike modular grime, the taxonomy for these types has never been fully developed.

- **Quality** – The impact of grime on the quality of both software products and pattern realizations has only been subject to limited study [18–20, 22, 23].

- **Technical Debt** – Current research has looked into how grime plays a part in the technical debt landscape [16]. The effect of grime on the technical debt value of a software product and pattern instances has only been studied for modular grime [22].
• Relationships – The notion that different subtypes of grime can be interrelated or that subtypes of grime and design defects types can be related is another area of study still left untouched.

• Automation – The ability to detect grime is a manual and time-consuming process. In part, this is due to a lack of detection tools required to identify instances of grime embedded in design patterns realizations.

• Empirical Studies – Only a small body of work concerning empirical inquiry of design pattern evolution and decay has been conducted. Of these studies only a very small selection of systems have been studied. We expect to expand on the number of case studies that address design pattern specific issues across a diverse body of software in several languages.

• Experimentation – with the exclusion of machine learning experiments, little to no research has been conducted to develop methods for experimentation in design disharmony detection and relationships to quality.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The overarching goal of this research is to examine and expand our knowledge concerning the relationship between software product quality and technical debt. The focus of this research is narrowed to design pattern grime and its relationship to software product quality and technical debt using a measurement driven approach.

To guide the research towards a solution we employ the Goal Question Metric (GQM) method [157]. This method requires the problem to be divided into a set of research goals (RG). Each goal is then subdivided into a set of research questions (RQ). Finally, each question leads to the development of a set of metrics (M) which be used in experiments or case studies. The following is the GQM breakdown for the above problem statement:

**RG1:** Analyze design patterns to elaborate the complete taxonomy of class and organizational grime (see Chapter 4).

**RQ1.1:** What are the types of class grime?

**RQ1.2:** What are the types of organizational grime?

**RG2:** Analyze pattern instances for the purpose of detecting grime with respect to precision and recall, from the perspective of a software system, in the context of open source software projects.

**RQ2.1:** What is the precision [158] of the grime detection algorithms for each type of grime?

**RQ2.2:** What is the recall [158] of the grime detection algorithms for each type of grime?
M2.1: *Precision* – The number of true positives divided by the sum of the true positives and false positives.

M2.2: *Recall* – The number of true positives divided by the sum of the true positives and false negatives.

RG3: Analyze pattern instances for the purpose of tracking grime buildup with respect to the amount of grime from the perspective of several system versions in the context of open source software projects.

RQ3.1: How does grime change over time?

RQ3.2: Which type of grime is more likely to occur as pattern instances evolve?

RQ3.3: What relationships exist between pattern instance evolution and grime growth?

RQ3.4: Which patterns are more susceptible to grime accumulation?

RQ3.5: Which pattern families (groups of patterns based on common functionality or structure: i.e., in the 23 patterns defined in Gamma et al. [17] are divided into three groups: *Creational Patterns*, *Structural Patterns*, and *Behavioral Patterns*) are more susceptible to grime accumulation?

M3.1: *Grime Size* – The amount of grime accumulated within a pattern instance.

M3.2: *Grime Severity* – The grime size of a pattern instance normalized by the size of the pattern instance.

M3.3: *Grime Growth* – The rate of grime growth from initial identification up to the current version of the software.
M3.4: *Pattern Size* – The size of the pattern instance measured using the number of classes weighted by a normalized number of methods.

M3.5: *Grime Susceptibility* – A measure of the likelihood of a pattern instance to accumulate a type of grime given the pattern’s type.

RG4: Analyze pattern instances for the purpose of identifying intra- and inter-relationships with respect to grime subtypes from the perspective of a grime taxonomy in the context of open source projects.

RQ4.1: What are the relationships between modular grime types?

RQ4.2: What are the relationships between class grime types?

RQ4.3: What are the relationships between organizational grime types?

RQ4.4: What are the relationships between modular, class, and organizational grime types?

M4.1: *Plain Support* – Grime type A supports grime type B, if the presence of A indicates a high likelihood of the presence of B [63].

M4.2: *Mutual Support* – Grime type A and B mutually support each other, if the presence of A indicates a high likelihood of the presence of B and the presence of B indicates a high likelihood of the presence of A [63].

M4.3: *Aggregate Support* – The generalization of plain support and rejection, in that there are two sets of grime types $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{B}$ where the set $\mathcal{A}$ is supporting grime types and set $\mathcal{B}$ is the rejecting grime types. The combination of the two sets indicates with high likelihood of the presence of grime types in a thrid set, $\mathcal{C}$ [63].
M4.4: *Transitive Support* – Grime type A transitively supports grime type C, if there is a relationship such as, grime type A supports grime type B which supports grime type C [63].

M4.5: *Rejection* – Grime type A rejects grime type B, if the presence of A indicates a very low likelihood of the presence of B [63].

M4.6: *Inclusion* – Grime type A includes grime type B, if A is a special case of B [63].

RG5: Analyze pattern instances afflicted with grime for the purpose of evaluation with respect to the Quamoco Quality Model, from the perspective of design pattern instances, in the context of open source software projects.

RQ5.1: How does each type of grime affect *functional suitability*, as measured by the Quamoco [159] quality model?

RQ5.2: How does each type of grime affect *maintainability*, as measured by the Quamoco [159] quality model?

RQ5.3: How does each type of grime affect *performance efficiency*, as measured by the Quamoco [159] quality model?

RQ5.4: How does each type of grime affect *reliability*, as measured by the Quamoco [159] quality model?

RQ5.5: How does each type of grime affect *security*, as measured by the Quamoco [159] quality model?

M5.1: *Functional Suitability* – the degree to which a software product provides functions that meet stated or implied needs when used under a specified set of conditions [93]. This will be measured using an implementation of the Quamoco [159] quality model.
M5.2: *Maintainability* — the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a software product can be modified by the intended maintainers [93]. This will be measured using an implementation of the Quamoco [159] quality model.

M5.3: *Performance Efficiency* — the degree of performance efficiency relative to the amount of resources used under a stated set of conditions [93]. This will be measured using an implementation of the Quamoco [159] quality model.

M5.4: *Reliability* — the degree to which a software product performs specified functions under specified conditions for a specified period of time [93]. This will be measured using an implementation of the Quamoco [159] quality model.

M5.5: *Security* — the degree to which a product or system protects information and data so that persons or other products or systems have the degree of data access appropriate to their types and levels of authorization [93]. This will be measured using an implementation of the Quamoco [159] quality model.

RG6: Analyze pattern instances for the purpose of evaluating technical debt with respect to grime from the perspective of several system versions in the context of open source projects.

RQ6.1: What effect does each type of grime have on technical debt of an entire software system?

RQ6.2: How can we index the technical debt associated with the grime buildup in a pattern instance?
M6.1: *Technical Debt Principal* – The cost (in effort) associated with the current amount of refactoring required to bring a software system to a desired level of maintainability. This will be measured using several methods proposed in the literature [3–11].

**Summary of the Approach**

Initially we will begin by extending the taxonomies for class and organizational grime (see Chapter 4). Next, using the design pattern taxonomies define models of each type of grime. For each type of grime we will use these models to define: an injection strategy (see Chapter 5) and a detection strategy.

The injection strategies will be used in experiments (see Chapter 6 Section 6) to: 1.) evaluate the effect on quality attributes, 2.) evaluate the effect on technical debt, and 3.) evaluate the effectiveness of detection strategies. Furthermore, detection strategies will be used to conduct a series of case studies on open source software (see Chapter 6 Section 6) to: 1.) identify quality and technical debt relationships associated with design pattern grime, 2.) identify live instances of design pattern grime, and 3.) identify relationships between grime types. Finally, conduct an industry case study to validate the conclusions found on open-source software applies in industry software.

**Research Contributions**

Given the gaps identified in Chapter 2 Section 2 this research proposes the following contributions.

1. A formal benchmarking approach which injects disharmonies and pattern instances into software systems in order to provide both a “gold standard” to compare detection algorithms against as well as providing the basis upon
which experimentation can be conducted. Initial work in this area has started including the definition of a formal metamodel (see Chapter 5).

2. An expanded taxonomy of design pattern grime, which is pretty much complete (see Chapter 4).

3. An approach to automate the detection of design pattern grime, culminating in a tool which detects each type of grime. The tool is currently in the design phase.

4. A categorization of relationships between design pattern grime and design patterns types. Currently awaiting experimentation.

5. Empirical confirmation of the existence of the known subtypes of design pattern grime. Currently awaiting the development of the detection tool.

6. Analysis of the impact of grime on software product quality measures. The quality measurement tool has been developed, we are awaiting completion of the grime detection tool.

7. Analysis of the impact of grime on the technical debt value of a given software product. Currently awaiting both the development of the grime detection tool as well as the development of a technical debt measurement tool.
DESIGN PATTERN GRIME TAXONOMY

Introduction

This chapter describes the extensions to grime taxonomy by expanding the class and organizational leaves of the original grime taxonomy defined by Izurieta [160]. We first elaborate on the approach used to define the taxonomies. We then will define the extended taxonomies for class and organizational grime.

Taxonomy Definition Process

The goal of the taxonomy definition process is to elaborate possible grime subtypes, further refining existing categories as was done by Schanz and Izurieta [39]. In reviewing their work as well as other publications defining disharmony types such as code smells [13] and modularity violations [35], we have developed an underlying process in order to further elaborate the class and organizational grime types, as follows:

1. Identify the software entities of concern, such as: classes, packages, or relationships.

2. Identify the design principles or practices that affect these entities, which have not already been elaborated upon by existing disharmonies.

3. Identify the measurable properties of these principles or their components to develop the levels of the taxonomy.

4. Select metrics which measure the identified properties.

5. Formally define each type of grime identified as part of the newly extended taxonomy.
The following sections utilize this process to develop the class grime and organizational grime taxonomies.

**Class Grime**

Class grime is the build up of unnecessary (given the specification of a pattern) methods and fields within the classes of a pattern instance. This implies that class grime is essentially a violation of one or more of the following design principles:

- The YAGNI (You Ain’t Gonna Need It) principle – you should not add functionality until you are going to need it [13].

- The Single Responsibility Principle (SRP) – a class should only have responsibility for a single part of the functionality of the software, and this responsibility should be fully encapsulated within the class [161].

- The Interface Segregation Principle (ISP) – no client should depend on those methods it does not use [161].

- High class cohesion – the responsibilities of the methods within a class should be highly related and support the responsibility of the class [162].

Each of these principles speaks to the cohesion of a class. Where a highly cohesive class is one in which it’s member fields and methods are designed to work together to address a single major responsibility of the class. Using cohesion as the fundamental property we have divided class grime into eight specific subtypes as depicted in Figure 4.1. This division is further explained in the following sections.

**Class Cohesion**

Cohesion is used to describe how well constructed a class is [163]. The higher the cohesion of a class the closer aligned its internal components are towards a
common goal. In design pattern realizations, the classes should represent individual responsibilities of the pattern and if the specification is implemented correctly each class should have high cohesion, thus cohesion provides a basis to determine whether a design pattern realizations classes have been afflicted with class grime.

**Strength** Strength is indicated by the method in which attributes are locally accessed by a class methods. The method of access can be either direct (attributes are directly accessed by methods) or indirect (attribute access through the use of an accessor/mutator methods). Each of these can be seen in Figure 4.1, where the unbroken lines between attributes (rectangles) and methods (rounded rectangles) are direct relationships, and the lines broken by a smaller rounded rectangle are indirect relationships. Direct attribute use provides a stronger but more brittle relationship between the method and attribute, causing issues when attempting to refactor by moving the attribute. Whereas, indirect attribute use implies a flexible and weaker
relationship between the method and attribute, but one which is more amenable to refactoring.

**Scope** In the context of pattern classes, scope can either be internal or external. Internal refers to when an attribute of the class is accessed by a local method (or local method pair, depending on context) defined by the pattern specification. External refers to when an attribute is accessed by at least one local method (or local method pair) not defined by the pattern specification. In Figure 4.1, the internal/external division is shown by the dashed red line dividing the class into methods/attributes associated with the pattern specification of that class and those methods/attributes not specified by the pattern specification. This provides a means to distinguish between identification of attributes (internal) or methods (external) which are obscuring the pattern implementation, through a reduction in overall class cohesion.

**Context** The context refers to the types of relationships taken into account by surrogate metrics used to measure cohesion. The majority of cohesion metrics take one of two perspectives: single-method use or method pair use of attributes [163]. In order to satisfy the strength, scope, and context aspects of the taxonomy we have selected two metrics. The first is Tight Class Cohesion (TCC) [164] which measures the cohesion of a class by looking at pairs of methods with attributes in common, and it can handle both indirect and direct attribute use. The second is the Ratio of Cohesive Interactions (RCI) [165] metric which measures the cohesion of a class by looking at how individual methods use attributes, and it can handle both indirect and direct attribute use.
Class Grime Example

In Figure 4.2 we can see an example of Direct Internal Single Grime (DISG). The figure is the representation of a pattern class. Where the dashed red line indicates those methods that are internal (specified by the pattern) and those external (not specified by the pattern). This is a case of DISG due to the fact that there is a method, \( m_1 \), allowed by the pattern specification that directly uses an attribute, \( a_1 \), but no other method uses that attribute. This indicates that there could be an unintentional secondary responsibility associated with this class, or a misunderstanding on the part of the developer in the pattern’s implementation.

![Figure 4.2: Example of DISG.](image)

Organizational Grime

Organizational grime is the accumulation of design pattern grime due to the allocation of pattern classes to packages, namespaces, or modules within a software system. The development of the organizational grime hierarchy comes from the following design principles:

- The Acyclic Dependencies Principle (ADP) – Dependencies between packages should not form cycles [161].
The Stable Dependencies Principle (SDP) – Depend in the direction of stability [161].

The Stable Abstractions Principle (SAP) – Abstractness should increase with stability [161].

The Common Closure Principle (CCP) – Classes in a package should be closed to the same kinds of changes [161].

The Common Reuse Principle (CRP) – Classes in the same package should be reused together [161].

These principles speak to both the coupling between packages and the cohesion within a package. Using the properties of package coupling and cohesion we have divided package grime into twelve specific subtypes as depicted in Figure 4.3. This division is further explained in the following sections.
**Package Coupling**

Package coupling is used to develop the *modular* subtype of organizational grime, as see in Figure 4.3. Here we consider three properties of coupling between packages. The first is the strength, which can be either persistent or temporary. Persistent couplings are those created by inheritance, realization, associations (including aggregation and composition), temporary are the remaining dependencies such as use dependencies. The next property is scope, which can be either internal or external. Internal couplings are those that are caused by classes within the same pattern but spread across packages, external are relationships between packages that are caused by external classes interacting with pattern classes across packages. The final properties is the direction/context property. Here we are looking at how the coupling affects cyclic dependencies between packages, cyclical value, and the flow of stability between packages, unstable value. When we are considering whether the new dependency will cause cycles between packages we are in the cyclical context, and when we are considering the flow of dependencies towards stability, then we are in the unstable context. Together these concepts will be used to form the modular branch of organizational grime.

**Package Cohesion**

Package cohesion is used to develop the *package* subtype of organizational grime, as seen in Figure 4.3. Here we consider only the scope and context properties. Scope can be either internal or external, both referring to the addition of a new class or type to a package. If the new class or type is also a member of the pattern under consideration, then it’s scope is internal, otherwise it is external. The context property takes the form of either closure or reuse. Closure here indicates that the new class or type fits within the package by being closed to similar changes as the
other classes. Reuse indicates that we are concerned with how well a class integrates into its containing package based on how tightly it couples with the remaining classes. Together these concepts will be used to form the package branch of organizational grime.

Organizational Grime Example

In Figure 4.4 we can see an example of Package External Closure Grime (PECG). In this diagram those classes which are a part of the pattern a marked as grey rectangles, classes not part of the pattern are marked as white rectangles, dependencies between packages are marked using a dashed line with an open arrow head pointing in the direction of the dependency, and other relationships follow the usual UML syntax. The red items mark the causes of grime. Here there is an XOR relation between either an existing class or new class (both external from the pattern) interacting with a non-pattern class but increasing the number of packages reachable from pattern packages.
Conclusion

This chapter presented the enhanced design pattern grime taxonomy. Herein we detailed the exact methodology by which the taxonomies of class and organizational grime were developed. Furthermore, we connected these taxonomies to the underlying software engineering principles they are codifying as well as the metrics that will lead to the definition of their detection strategies. The development of these taxonomies along with the existing modular grime taxonomy will lead directly into the design of both injection and detection strategies for these different grime types.
Currently, design disharmony research is limited by manual verification of disharmony detection techniques. This limitation is imposed by the necessity to identify live instances of any disharmony we wish to study. Such limitations have slowed the progress in evaluating the effects design disharmonies have on quality and technical debt. For those researchers who do not wish to perform these manual verifications, there are limited datasets that provide benchmarks for evaluating detection techniques. Unfortunately, these datasets are limited to a small subset of design disharmonies. In this chapter, we propose a framework to help eliminate these limitations and improve the capability for experimentation.

**Disharmony Injection**

The framework proposed is called *disharmony injection*. Basically, disharmony injection is a transformation which augments a software system to include the entities under study. Formally, we define disharmony injection as follows:

**Definition:** *Disharmony Injection*. Let $S$ be a software system, $T$ a transformation, $C_T$ a set of conditions on $T$, and $E$ the expected outcome. Disharmony injection modifies $S$ using $T$ to achieve the outcome $E$. This results in a modified system, $S^*$, such that $S^* = T(S)$ if $\forall c \in C_T, c(S) \land E(S^*)$.

**Injection Strategy Metamodel**

This section describes the injection strategy concept. An injection strategy is a transformation or set of transformations designed to modify an existing system to include a specific entity or issue. Currently we are using a metamodeling approach to
Figure 5.1: Disharmony Injection meta-model.

develop the injection strategy technology, as depicted in Figure 5.1. This metamodel will serve as the foundation for the development of a domain specific language for automating the injection process. An example use of this technology is the injection of a design pattern instance into an existing software system. The following definitions describe the entities in this metamodel.

**Definition:** *Augmentor* – One of the three basic components of an Injection Strategy. Augmentors, perform the work of injecting new entities into the structure of the software. There are four types of augmentors: TypeAugmentors, RelationAugmentors, GuardedAugmentors, and CompositeAugmentors. Each Augmentor has a link to the next and previous augmentors in the Injection Strategy. Augmentors use
an associated operator to control their behavior. Furthermore, augmentors can be refined via parameters provided to elaborate the details of their processing. Finally, for augmentors which work with existing entities in the system, a selector can be provided to identify the item the augmentor works with.

**Definition:** *TypeAugmentor* – TypeAugmentors are designed to modify the types of a system or the contents of types in a system.

**Definition:** *RelationAugmentor* – An augmentor designed to modify the relations between types within a software system.

**Definition:** *CompositeAugmentor* – An augmentor designed to be composed of other augmentors in order to enhance the capabilities of an injection strategy.

**Definition:** *GuardedAugmentor* – A composite augmentor which adds a condition or set of conditions that must be true in order to execute the contained augmentors.

**Definition:** *Selector* – An operand used by augmentors in order to specify the system entity which they will modify. A selector uses a set of conditional expressions to filter the system to find the specific entities to modify.

**Definition:** *Operator* – Represents the operator which controls what an augmentor does when modifying the system. There are three defined types of operators: Basic, Advanced, and Composite.

**Definition:** *BasicOperator* – Represents the basic augmentation operators. These include *Adding/Creating* entities in the system, *Deleting/Removing* entities from the
system, *Moving* entities from one place in the system to another, and *Changing* the properties associated with an entity (such as their name).

**Definition:** *CompositeOperator* – Represent a means to develop composite augmentation operations, or to control the flow of operations such as with conditional expressions or repeated operations using loops.

**Definition:** *Loop* – A composite operation which relies on a series of parameters to control processing. As a composite operation, it contains a set of operations associated with a given augmentator.

**Definition:** *ForEach* – A special type of loop which simply takes a set of entities to augment and applies the given set of augmentation operators to this set of system entities. The set is specified using a selector.

**Definition:** *Conditional* – A form of composite operator which allows the conditional processing of specified composite operators based on the evaluation of associated guard conditions.

**Definition:** *Condition* – A boolean logic condition or composite expression which evaluates to true or false.

**Definition:** *Parameter* – A parameter which augments the operator or augmentor to provide more capabilities in processing.

**The Injection Process**

Design defects and design patterns can both be injected into a system using the following approach, depicted in Figure 5.2. Initially, an Eclipse Modeling Framework
Figure 5.2: The disharmony injection process.

(EMF) model of the system must be extracted. This is performed as follows: First, we execute the srcML src2srcml tool to extract an XML representation of the parse tree for that system. We then use a language specific model builder to extract a model instance of the system from the XML, which uses a combination of XPath queries and DOM traversals. Once the model is extracted an injection strategy is applied and changes are noted. The record of changes is used to modify the exiting XML parse tree. The parse tree is modified using language specific transformations which ensure correctness of the modifications. Once the modifications to the parse tree are complete, we use the srcML srcml2src tool to generate the source code.
We note that this process is similar to that of Dale [22]. Dale used Java™ bytecode injection in order to inject modular grime into an existing system. The novelty of the process depicted here is in the introduction of artifacts such as code smells, antipatterns, design pattern grime, and design patterns using defined and validated injection strategies which control the injection process. This process also is based on the modification of source code using a model driven approach which is language independent. Finally, the ability to generate source code escapes the problem of simulation when dealing with this type of approach and it facilitates the ability to inspect the generated code to verify the production of these entities, a process that bytecode injection prohibits.

Application to Experimentation

Injection strategies can be devised to inject any number or type of software entities. When injection strategies are combined with proper experimental design and parameterization, then the various effects of design disharmonies on software systems can be easily evaluated. The use of injection allows for controlled creation of design disharmonies. Furthermore injection allows for the randomization in assignment and selection of treatment groups, thus providing a means to evaluate causal relationships. This eliminates the downsides of using live instances, such as manual identification and validation.
EMPIRICAL METHODS

Introduction

This chapter proposes the empirical body of work for the dissertation. Herein are the proposed experimental and case study designs that will be used to answer the research questions identified in Chapter 3. Each research question will be addressed through a series of experiments and case studies described in the following sections.

General Process

The general method proposed for both experiments and case studies is depicted in Figure 6.1 and proceeds as follows (as numbered in the figure). First, Using the research goals as a guide an experimental design or case study design is selected. Next, we will conduct a sample size analysis, using R statistical software, to determine the sample size and/or number of replications necessary to achieve the desired statistical power for the analysis methods selected. Simultaneously, we select from either a set of clean design pattern instances (marked “Instance Space” in Figure 6.1) or software projects (marked “Project Space” in Figure 6.1) (see Section 6). Once selected, each design pattern instance or software project is assigned in a manner according to the design selected in step 1. Upon completing the assignment phase the experiment or case study protocol is executed (see Section 6 for more details). Next, data analysis, using R statistical software, is conducted as described in the “Analysis Procedure” subsections of each experiment and case study description. Simultaneously, a power analysis is conducted to verify that the type I error rate is minimized. Finally, the results of the analysis procedures are reported.
Datasets

There are two sources of data for this research. The first source is a set of design pattern instances which are generated and known to be free of disharmonies. The second is a collection of design pattern instances extracted, using the Percorons Client tool [166], from open source projects hosted at the following project hosting sites: SourceForge (SF)\(^1\), JavaForge (JF)\(^2\), Apache Software Foundation (A)\(^3\), BitBucket

---

\(^1\)http://www.sourceforge.net
\(^2\)http://www.javaforge.net
\(^3\)http://www.apache.com
(BB)$^4$, CodePlex (CP)$^5$, and BeanStalk (BS)$^6$ of from our Industry Partners (IP). The other data set is composed of projects selected from the aforementioned hosting sites. In the case of software projects, each project’s repository URI must first be extracted from it’s host site. The repository URI is then used, along with other project meta-data, to construct a build job in Jenkins CI, a software project build automation tool used here to automate protocol execution.

**Execution**

Jenkins will be used to automatically download projects from hosted repositories, execute the build process, and call SonarQube™ to perform the required measurements. SonarQube™ uses a collection of plugins to analyze software quality and collect required measures. Currently, several plugins are in development which will provide the Quamoco [159] quality analysis, design pattern grime analysis, and technical debt measures.

The experimental and case study protocols will be executed using a tool designed to control Jenkins CI build jobs. This control program will determine the run order of each study, will extract and collect the data once the SonarQube™ analysis is complete and will execute developed R scripts to analyze the data. Furthermore, in experiments where disharmony injection is required, this control program will also be used to execute the injection strategies.

$^4$http://www.bitbucket.com  
$^5$http://www.codeplex.com  
$^6$http://www.beanstalk.com


Experiments

Grime Detection

Purpose The purpose of these experiments is to evaluate detection strategies for each grime type, using the metrics precision and recall in order to answer RQ 2.1 and 2.2. Our goal is to compare, at the detection strategy level, which detection strategies (manually defined or automatically generated) have the better precision and recall. In these experiments we intend to test the following hypotheses:

$H_{1.0}$: There is no difference in the recall of the automated and manual detection strategies.

$H_{1.1}$: The recall of the automated detection strategies is greater than that of the manual detection strategies for at least one grime type $gt_i$.

$H_{2.0}$: There is no difference in the precision of the automated and manual detection strategies for grime type $gt_i$.

$H_{2.1}$: The precision of the automated detection strategies is greater than that of the manual detection strategies for at least one grime type $gt_i$.

Experimental Design A split-plot design with a randomized complete block design in the whole plots has been selected to compare manually defined detection strategies against those designed using a genetic programming approach. The selected design will consider the different detection strategies design types (manual or genetic programming) to be the whole plots. Nested within these is a randomized complete block design. The inner design will block grime injection types by pattern type. That is, for each of the 23 design patterns defined in Gamma et al. [17], a randomly selected instance of that pattern will be randomly assigned to a grime injection strategy for
each type of grime. The comparison will be based on the precision and recall of algorithms for each grime subtype.

**Data Collection Procedure** As described in Chapter 2, Kessentini et al. [54,55,66] have developed a method to generate detection strategies using genetic programming techniques. This experiment will use a similar method to generate design pattern grime detection strategies. The process for validating and comparing these strategies with manually designed ones is as follows:

1. generate a dataset of clean design pattern implementations for each type of design pattern defined in Gamma et al. [17].

2. For each grime type, for each pattern type:
   
   (a) generate a dataset of 100 possible instances of design pattern grime.

   (b) generate the detection strategies attempting to maximize the precision and recall.

3. Utilize 10-fold cross-validation to validate the generated detection strategies and to prevent over-fitting the data.

4. Test the results of validation on a separate generated dataset.

**Analysis Procedure** In order to test the first two sets of hypotheses we will conduct an ANOVA [167], assuming the assumptions are met, at the 0.05 $\alpha$ threshold. If the assumptions cannot be met we will attempt to transform the data if appropriate or resort to the use of appropriate non-parametric methods. The remaining hypotheses will be tested using a Tukey’s HSD [168] multiple comparison procedure, at the grime subtype level.
Grime Effects on Quality

**Purpose** The purpose of these experiments is to evaluate the effects that design pattern grime has on the quality of a design pattern, in order to answer RQ 5.1–5.5. The following hypotheses (for each quality attribute, $qa_i$, of Functional Suitability, Maintainability, Reliability, Security, and Performance Efficiency) will be tested:

$H_{1,0}$: There is no change in mean $qa_i$ due to grime.

$H_{2,0}$: There is no difference in mean $qa_i$ between class and organizational grime.

$H_{3,0}$: There is no difference in mean $qa_i$ between class and modular grime.

$H_{4,0}$: There is no difference in mean $qa_i$ between modular and organizational grime.

$H_{5,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between indirect and direct class grime types.

$H_{6,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between internal and external class grime types.

$H_{7,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between single and pair class grime types.

$H_{8,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between persistent and temporary modular grime types.

$H_{9,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between internal and external modular grime types.

$H_{10,0}$: There is no difference in the change in $qa_i$ between afferent and efferent modular grime types.
\( H_{11,0} \): There is no difference in the change in \( qa_i \) between package and modular organizational grime types.

\( H_{12,0} \): There is no difference in the change in \( qa_i \) between internal and external organizational grime types.

\( H_{13,0} \): There is no difference in the change in \( qa_i \) between closure and reuse organizational grime types.

\( H_{14,0} \): There is no difference in the change in \( qa_i \) between cyclical and unstable organizational grime types.

**Experimental Design** The selected experimental design will be a randomized complete block design. Here the blocking variable is the design pattern type and the treatments are the subtypes of class, modular, or organizational grime to be injected. The response variables measured are the following five quality attributes measured using an implementation of the Quamoco quality model: *Functional Suitability, Maintainability, Reliability, Performance Efficiency, and Security.*

**Data Collection Procedure** Using the general process this experiment will utilize pattern instances in both Java™ and C# languages. For each pattern type, \( n \) instances will be selected randomly for both Java™ and C#, where \( n \) is the number of grime subtypes. The instance will then be randomly assigned to a grime subtype for injection.

**Analysis Procedure** Once the experimental control program has completed and all reported results are collected the analysis will be commenced. A MANOVA [169] analysis will be used to evaluate \( H_{1,0} \). The remaining hypotheses will be evaluated using a combination of contrasts and multiple comparison methods for multivariate data.
Grime Effects on Technical Debt

Purpose The purpose of these experiments is to evaluate the effects that design pattern grime has on the technical debt associated with a design pattern, in order to answer question RQ 6.1. The following hypotheses are to be tested:

\[ H_{1,0} \]: There is no change in mean technical debt due to grime.

\[ H_{2,0} \]: There is no difference in mean technical debt between class and organizational grime.

\[ H_{3,0} \]: There is no difference in mean technical debt between class and modular grime.

\[ H_{4,0} \]: There is no difference in mean technical debt between modular and organizational grime.

\[ H_{5,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between indirect and direct class grime types.

\[ H_{6,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between internal and external class grime types.

\[ H_{7,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between single and pair class grime types.

\[ H_{8,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between persistent and temporary modular grime types.

\[ H_{9,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between internal and external modular grime types.

\[ H_{10,0} \]: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between afferent and efferent modular grime types.
$H_{11,0}$: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between package and modular organizational grime types.

$H_{12,0}$: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between internal and external organizational grime types.

$H_{13,0}$: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between closure and reuse organizational grime types.

$H_{14,0}$: There is no difference in the change in technical debt between cyclical and unstable organizational grime types.

Experimental Design The selected experimental design will be a randomized complete block design. Here the blocking variable is the design pattern type and the treatments are the subtypes of class, modular, or organizational grime to be injected. The response variables measured are the following five measures of technical debt principal: the SQALE method [9, 10], the CAST method [5, 6], Nugroho et al.’s [4] method, Nord et al.’s [8] method, and Chin et al.’s [7] method.

Data Collection Procedure Using the general process this experiment will utilize pattern instances in both Java™ and C# languages. For each pattern type, $n$ instances will be selected randomly for both Java™ and C#, where $n$ is the number of grime subtypes. The instance will then be randomly assigned to a grime subtype for injection.

Analysis Procedure Once the experimental control program has completed and all reported results are collected the analysis will be commenced. A MANOVA [169] analysis will be used to evaluate $H_{1,0}$. The remaining hypotheses will be evaluated using a combination of contrasts and multiple comparison methods for multivariate data.
Case Studies

Grime Buildup

Purpose The purpose of this case study is to understand how grime develops or evolves in patterns in order to answer research questions RQ 3.1–3.5 described in Chapter 3. Understanding grime evolution will lead to improved detection strategies, improved classification, and an improved understanding of the importance of these disharmony types. We intend to test the following hypotheses:

\( H_{1.0} \): Across versions a design pattern instances grime buildup remains constant.

\( H_{2.0} \): For any given design pattern type, the likelihood of any specific type of grime occurring is the same.

\( H_{3.0} \): There is no relationship between design pattern growth and grime build up.

\( H_{4.0} \): The likelihood of developing grime is the same for all design pattern types.

\( H_{5.0} \): The likelihood of developing grime is the same for all design pattern families.

Study Design The subjects of this study are the design pattern instances within the selected systems. System selection criteria is a combination of size (as measured using lines of code) and language (either Java™ or C#). Furthermore, this case study will only consider open source systems. Finally, each pattern instance selected for study must exist across multiple versions of the containing software.

Data Collection Procedure Using the general process this experiment will utilize both Java™ and C# open source projects. Pattern instances will then be extracted using the Perceron client tool, as stated in Section 6.
Analysis Procedure The first hypothesis, $H_{1,0}$, will be tested using an ARIMA analysis [170] to determine if the mean grime buildup remains the same regardless of the change in version, while controlling for change in software size. The remaining hypotheses will be tested using the following procedure. First, selected software systems will be scanned for existing design pattern instance. The found pattern instances will be grouped first by pattern type then by pattern family. Grime detection strategies will be executed across all design pattern instances. Grime counts are then measured for both pattern types and families. Next, an empirical distribution will be fitted to the grime count data in order to find the likelihood of grime development in patterns and pattern families. An ANOVA [167] analysis will be conducted to evaluate hypotheses $H_{2,0}$ and $H_{3,0}$. Based on the results from the test for $H_{2,0}$ further contrast analyses will be conducted to evaluate hypotheses $H_{4,0}$ and $H_{5,0}$.

Grime Relationships

Purpose The purpose of this case study is to identify relationships between different grime types in order to answer research questions RQ 4.1–4.4 described in Chapter 3. The identification of these relationships will help better define detection strategies as well as to better classify these disharmony types. In this case study We will test the following hypotheses:

$H_{1,0}$: There is no positive relationship between any pair of different grime subtypes (plain support).

$H_{2,0}$: There is no negative relationship between any pair of different grime subtypes (rejection).
There is no positive relationship between a pair \((A, B)\) and a pair \((B, A)\) of different grime subtypes (mutual support).

**Study Design** The subjects of this study are the design pattern instances within the selected systems. System selection criteria is a combination of size (as measured using lines of code) and language (either Java™ or C#). Furthermore, this case study will only consider open source systems.

**Data Collection Procedure** Using the general process this experiment will utilize both Java™ and C# open source projects. Pattern instances will then be extracted using the Percerons client tool, as stated above in Section 6.

**Analysis Procedure** Plain support, mutual support and rejection relationships will be evaluated using Kendall’s \(\tau\) [171] non-parametric measure of association between all pairs of grime subtypes. Transitive support will be evaluated by analysis of the results from the plain support and mutual support findings. Similarly, aggregate support will be evaluated by based on a combination of clustering analysis (initially investigating k-means, hierarchical, and spectral clustering methods) and indications of plain support, mutual support and rejection findings. Finally, inclusion will be based on a combination of the review of the taxonomy definitions in conjunction with the findings from the other relationships.

**Industry Case Study**

**Purpose** Each of the previous experiments and case studies involve the evaluation of generated or open source software. Furthermore, the data collection procedure will produce a process along with a dashboard allowing for continuous quality and technical debt monitoring. It is imperative to understand the utility, within the context of the software development lifecycle, that this process and its associated
dashboard provides in an industry setting. Given this, we are currently working with an industry partner developing a new architecture combining several related software projects into a single software product line. One of the goals of this new product line is to have a high level of quality [93] while meeting security requirements based on the Risk Management Framework (RMF) specification [172]. Therefore, we will be conducting a longitudinal case study of several of their projects, to evaluate if the developers (without intervention) are using this process and its associated dashboard to influence decisions concerning the evolution of the software projects. The goal of this study is to compare the differences in the historical quality and security evolution prior to using the process, with the evolution of the project after implementation of the feedback process. This case study will evaluate the following hypotheses:

\[ H_{1,0} \]: There is no trend in each quality subcharacteristic.

\[ H_{2,0} \]: There is no trend in each RMF subcharacteristic.

\[ H_{3,0} \]: The mean values for quality subcharacteristics remained unchanged over time.

\[ H_{4,0} \]: The mean values for RMF security subcharacteristics remained unchanged over time.

**Study Design** The software of concern at our industry partner is currently being migrated from a series of similar products to a product-line architecture solution. The goal is to centralize each of the similar products under a single database, implementation language, and common domain model. Thus, our case selection becomes the different major components of this new architecture.

**Data Collection Procedure** Using the general process this experiment will utilize C# projects provided by an industry partner. Pattern instances will then be extracted using the Percerons client tool [166], as stated above in Section 6.
Analysis Procedure For each time period, the hypotheses will be tested as follows. For both, $H_{1,0}$ and $H_{2,0}$ will be tested using a generalized least squares approach to provide the 95% confidence interval for the trends. For both $H_{3,0}$ and $H_{4,0}$ will be evaluated by first fitting an ARIMA model [170] and then evaluating theGiven the evaluation the time period results will then be compared to evaluate the effect of adding a quality/RMF automated feedback process into the software development life-cycle.
THREATS TO VALIDITY

This chapter discusses the potential threats to the validity of the experiments and case studies detailed in Chapter 6. Specifically, we focus on threats to conclusion validity, internal validity, construct validity, content validity, external validity, and reliability [173] [174] [175] [176] [177].

Conclusion Validity

Conclusion validity is concerned with establishing statistical significance between the independent variables and the dependent variables. In order to ensure that there are no threats to conclusion validity we will be taking the following measures. In the experiments, we will verify that the assumptions can be met in order to perform the necessary statistical tests, in the case that the assumptions are violated and transformations are inappropriate or impossible, we will utilize the most powerful non-parametric approaches available. As a part of the experimental planning we will be conducting a replication analysis to determine the number of replications necessary to ensure that the type II error is controlled. We will also be conducting a power analysis at the completion of the experiments in order to validate that the power of the tests used was within expectations.

Internal Validity

Internal validity is concerned with the relationship between the treatments and the outcomes and whether this relationship is causal or due to other factors. In the case of the experiments, there is no threat to internal validity due to the experiments being fully controlled. On the other hand, the case studies are not controlled and thus, will have issues relating to internal validity, as to be expected with case studies.
Construct Validity

Construct validity is concerned with the meaningfulness of measurements and the quality choices made about independent and dependent variables such that these variables are representative of the underlying theory. The use of any quality model to measure quality attributes opens a threat to construct validity due to nature of quality itself. Yet, the Quamoco quality model has already been validated by quality experts [159], and so does not pose a threat to the validity of our studies. Several measures have been proposed to measure technical debt principal and interest. In the experiments and case studies only technical debt principal is measured using the most well known measures. Thus, as we do not cover all the properties of technical debt with our measures there is a threat to construct validity. This threat is mitigated by restricting our conclusions to only the concept of technical debt principal.

Content Validity

Content validity is concerned with how well the selected measures cover the content domain. The experiments and case studies concerning quality cover the major characteristics of quality based on the ISO 25010 quality model using the Quamoco implementation, thus for these studies there are no threats to content validity. For those experiments and case studies concerning technical debt, technical debt is measured using the five proposed methods of measurement of technical debt principal, thus, there is no threat to content validity in these experiments either.

External Validity

External validity is concerned with the ability to generalize the results of a study. The experiments are conducted using existing open source systems implemented in
C#, Java™, and C++. The use of these three languages side steps a potential threat due to only looking at a single language but does not escape the fact that they are languages all representative of a single paradigm, namely object-oriented and a specific type of object-orientation. Thus, we cannot generalize outside of object-oriented implementations. Since the experiments are to be conducted only on open source systems, there is a threat to the validity of these results, but we are mitigating this threat by conducting verification case studies on both open source and industry software. Thus, we will be able to validate that the results hold outside of open source systems.

Reliability

Reliability is concerned with the dependence between specific researchers and the data and analysis. Reliability is specifically of concern for the case studies we are going to conduct. In the case study designs we have selected to gather quantitative data using an automation framework and measurement tools. Thus, the data collected is not reliant on any researcher nor are the values collected left to interpretation. In all studies proposed the analyses will be conducted using scripts written for the R statistical processing software. The version of R used and the scripts create will be made available to all researchers. Hence, there should be no threats to the reliability of the studies.
TIMELINE

This chapter outlines the high-level goals and a work schedule to provide assessment of progress on the dissertation. As a part of the this we also present a list of current publications and future publications as a part of a publication plan. We conclude this chapter with a description of the proposed contributions of this research.

Work Plan

1. Revise proposal as starting point for dissertation, incorporating feedback from the comprehensive examination.
   
   **Assessment:** Evaluation and approval by Committee Chair.

2. Finish development of Disharmony Injection Framework.
   
   **Assessment:** Associated software made available for download.

3. Finish implementation of detection strategy framework and detection strategies for design pattern grime.
   
   **Assessment:** Publication of associated paper and distribution to committee members.

4. Complete the download and extraction of open source projects which will form the basis for the dataset used during the experiments.

5. Conduct the remaining experiments and cases studies.
   
   **Assessment:** Publication of associated paper and distribution to committee members.

6. Finish writing the dissertation. **Assessment:** Dissertation evaluated by advisor and deemed ready for committee review.
7. Present and defend the dissertation in Fall 2016.

**Publication Plan**

**Current Publications**

- “Preemptive Management of Model Driven Technical Debt for Improving Software Quality.” [134]
- “The Correspondence between Software Quality Models and Technical Debt Estimation Approaches.” [12]
- “Design Pattern Decay: The Case for Class Grime.” [23]
- “On the Uncertainty of Technical Debt Measurements.” [127]
- “Development and Application of a Simulation Environment (NEO) for Integrating Empirical and Computational Investigations of System-Level Complexity.” [179]
- “Evolution of Legacy System Comprehensibility through Automated Refactoring.” [180]
- “TrueRefactor: An Automated Refactoring Tool to Improve Legacy System and Application Comprehensibility.” [181]
Planned Publications

- “Design Pattern Decay: The Case of Organizational Grime”
- “The Evolution of Design Pattern Grime”
- “Automated Detection of Design Pattern Decay”
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